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Club Lighthouse Publishing, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 213 x 137 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Johnny Valenti is a hit man as
well as a man committed to ethics. True, the standard he abides by is somewhat different from
traditional ethics, yet he is a man of principle. His uncompromising commitment is to omerta - the
code of silence. He believes when you are involved in murder, arson, extortion, and other such
crimes, you keep your mouth shut, no matter what. So living up to his beliefs, Valenti takes the rap
for a murder he did not commit, and serves eighteen years in prison. When he gets out, using his
professional skills, he takes care of the rat that framed him. Finally free, he tries being a law abiding
citizen but he simply can t cut it. He s had very little training, indeed none, on the right side of the
law. Thus, he returns to his roots, working for a powerful organized crime family led by the brutal
boss of bosses. He performs well, getting excellent job performance reviews, but as in most jobs,
office politics is killing him -...
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Excellent eBook and useful one. It can be rally fascinating throgh looking at period. You can expect to like just how the blogger create this publication.
-- Myr l Schm itt-- Myr l Schm itt

This book might be well worth a study, and much better than other. Indeed, it can be perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I realized
this publication from my i and dad suggested this book to find out.
-- Dejua n Rippin-- Dejua n Rippin
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